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COURSE VENUE: 
PAF 3005 PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN NEW YORK CITY 
Spring 2018 
Professor Dan Williams 
Tuesday-Thursday 2:30-3:45 
This course will take part in a classroom, in the library, in a computer lab and possibly other locations 
around Baruch. 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
In this course we will learn about governing of New York City through the perspective of early 20th 
century events that contributed to modern governance. 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 
In this course we will: 
• Learn how to use archival material to expand our knowledge of historical events associated with
New York City governance.
• Gain simulated firsthand experience of a major event from the early 20th century that helped
formulate modern government.
• Gain a broader understanding of governance through historical material.
LEARNING FORMAT: 
In this course we will use the IPA Archives at Newman Library and the Makerhub resource made 
accessible through the Field Center (and a computer lab). Some instructions will be in the classroom. 
Other formats will be used as appropriate. 
REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS: 
All readings for this course will be provided via e-reserve or use of resources in the library or other 
Baruch locations. 
RESOURCES: 
E-Reserve: Some electronic sourced readings are at e-reserve which can be accessed through the library 
website. The E-Reserve password for this course is williams3005. [This resource will become available 
when relevant material is posted.]
Other materials may be specified for each session. 
Turnitin.com: This course uses Turnitin.com for major assignments, this service is now available through 
Blackboard and the links to the Turnitin.com assignments are posted in a folder on the syllabus section 
of the class Blackboard site. 
This syllabus is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.
For items that are relevant to all my courses, this syllabus continues on a Supplemental Syllabus at 
http://blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/williamssyllabussupplementalinformation/. The supplemental syllabus 
addresses issues such as my contact information, grading, due dates, paper formats and academic 
integrity. You need to know these things. 
For Additional Support Material for the budget course: http://tinyurl.com/hve8owl 
Syllabus outline: 
1/30 Introduction to course 
• Two major activities (IPA Archive; Makerhub)
• General Overview of History Topics
• Blog@Baruch IPA blog https://blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/ipaprocessing/




• Assigned Reading: Deja Vu All Over Again: Contemporary Traces of the
Early 1900s' the 'Budget Exhibit' [Put on £-reserve]
• Select Projects (models reflecting the 1910, 1911 "Budget Exhibit")
2/6 Makerhub: Introduction to Makerhub 
• Discussion of 3D printing
• See assignment at end of the syllabus
• Makerhub staff show what they have and how it works
• Instructions: Using 3D printing software
2/8 Makerhub: 
• Instructions: Using 3D printing software
2/13 Makerhub: 
• Instructions: Using 3D printing software
2/15 IPA Archives: How to prepare a proposal 
• Discussion in class of moving from having some material to proposing
an archive related research project
2/22 IPA Archives: Introduction to IPA Archive 
• Go to Library show finding aides and other archive guidance
• Other introduction to the library
• Using databases to find peer reviewed and historical publications
2/27 IPA Archives: Select a topical focus 
• Assigned Reading: Measuring Government in the Early 20th Century (Put
on E-reserve)
• Discuss historical research combining research in archives with use of
contemporaneous and modern publications [Would benefit from
suggested readings on archival research from the library]
• City Topics
• Biography Topics
SUPPLEMENTAL SITES 






